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Dear Don 
 
INVITATION TO CONTRIBUTE TO SECOND REPORT 
 
Thank you for your letter of 12 May 2010. We are here asked to contribute to the 
follow up report to the first report released last November. As an observation I felt 
the first report got caned in the media by commentators who picked up and 
pilloried what they regarded as rehashes from the 90’s/ACT ideas. Given that your 
Taskforce has such an important objective – “think tanking” policies that will 
narrow the income gap with Australia – I would respectfully submit that the 
Taskforce put real energy into making sure that its recommendations are well 
received by the political elite, the commentariat and the general public. That 
should not be hard – in principle most New Zealanders will approve of our country 
setting and achieving challenging goals. If the goal is unachievable that might as 
well be said – I do not think that needs to be the case, and in any event, does not 
excuse us in New Zealand from seeking to enact the optimum policies in all areas, 
but some senior comment reinforces that perception (the current Governor of the 
Reserve Bank included).  
 
My responses to your specific questions follow. 
 
Regards 
 
Wyatt Creech 
 
  
 
What more can be said about when and why the income gap with Australia 
emerged?  
 
To the general public the reason (or excuse, however you want to look at it) is that 
Australia has mineral resources and New Zealand does not. If that were the case 
the cause would be lost before it began. I would like to see more research of what 



we do have resource-wise (including water where Australia lacks it) and how we 
can use that more wisely. With his involment in Canterbury your colleague David 
Caygill will understand that point.  
 
Can New Zealand's small size and distance from markets really explain the timing 
of the widening of the gap or are other explanations more plausible?  
 
There is no one simple explanation of the gap, its origins or direction. Small size 
and distance from markets are issues, but no country has a perfect mix. Outside 
references may help get this perspective in balance – Switzerland has a smaller 
population than it neighbours, has virtually no mineral wealth but is one of the 
wealthiest nations in Europe. We in New Zealand really need to understand both 
the pluses and minuses of and how we optimize them. Complaining does not solve 
problems – we need to identify and address matters we have the power to change. 

As I pointed out in my submission on your first report, all too often new businesses 
find themselves held up by bureaucratic processes that not only serve little 
apparent purpose, despite statements to the effect that we are “cutting red tape” 
give little to indicate any concern or apparent regard to the cost of delay and 
process (I gave an example). We have it within our power to address that.  
Regulatory rules and regimes here should never create higher hurdles than those 
needed to protect the national interest – the aim should be to achieve the desired 
objective with minimum rules and process.   

Can more be said about the significance of Australia's mineral resources? 
 
Not really – they have a head start in that they can ‘dig it up’ – we know therefore 
that we have to develop different strategies if we are to succeed. There are plenty 
of examples of poorly resourced countries making it.  
 
What best explains the reported difference between economy-wide and measured 
sector productivity?  
 
Lack of competition in some sectors means productivity does not get pressed. New 
Zealand is not a particularly competitive environment. Again size mitigates against 
having a lot of players as a certain level of scale underlies successful commercial 
operations in a number of industries and sectors. Experience with New Zealand’s 
formal instructions for assuring competition (Commerce Commission) shows a 
process that often makes the right decisions but takes so long to arrive at 
conclusions that the issue under consideration is overtaken by events. This destroys 



its usefulness and effectiveness.  
 
As is often the case in New Zealand processes aimed a specific (and often 
technical) policy objectives are overtaken and consumed by legalistic processes. 
Whether or not to build a windfarm in the Lamamoor Range (Central Otago - the 
Project Hayes decision) is now before the Court of Appeal for determination as if 
whether to build a windfarm on this site is a legal decision (is this person guilty or 
innocent) rather than a policy decision. The objective of the RMA is to ensure New 
Zealand has a sound environmental policy (sustainability, wise use of resources, 
etc etc) – if one were to use water as an example, this would mean that aquifer 
utilization was optimized and water quality in streams, rivers and lakes was held at 
set quality levels. In essence whether or not these standards are achieved are 
technical (decided by scientists or technical experts) rather than legal issues 
(decided by judges and lawyers).  
 
How important are human capital issues in explaining the movement of New 
Zealanders to Australia and our productivity gap?  
 
People respond to rational market signals. A graduate doctor, nurse or similarly 
skilled person is not exceptional –truck drivers, workers from any group high or 
low is not exceptional. Unless we get serious about addressing the productivity gap 
more and more people will move away to greener pastures. This should drive an 
urgency in addressing the issue. 
 
What role has New Zealand's education system played?  
 
The ‘education system’ covers tertiary, early childhood and compulsory.  
 
Tertiary 
 
I was speaking to a young freshly graduated student recently who to my surprise 
strongly endorsed a policy of getting tough on students – we were discussing a 
recent ministerial statement to the effect that open entry to universities and 
allowing students to stay on at university whether they were performing or now 
was a not sensible public policy. He observed a large number of people in 
university who were basically engaged in semi purposeless messing around – 
university should be a place where students go to study subjects; not learn how to 
party (there is a place for young people partying of course but it is not sensible to 
fund that through student loans – better have gap years etc). This particular student 
supported significantly more rigorous university entry requirements to reduce the 



number of students and raise the standards of achievement. That way the available 
resource would be spread over a smaller number resulting in lesser loans for more 
results. 
 
As a more radical suggestion perhaps the country could consider a universal 
student allowance so: 

1) Students could select the tertiary institution that offered the best course for 
his/her purposes; 

2) More specialize schools could develop; 
3) It would not make a difference students from homes distant from tertiary 

institutions (eg rural areas) are not left with no choice but to borrow to live; 
4) to remove the  conditions  

 
This could be funded by taking the present appropriation and spreading it evenly 
over all qualifying to study. As study occupies 33 weeks per annum on average 
there is time to earn to supplement the allowance. 
 
Compulsory 
 
Hard to know the answer – there are mixed analytical reports on our outcomes. 
Some reports indicate material areas of failure – others talk of encouraging 
achievement (often it seems to depend on the perspective of the commentator). 
Maybe the answer is a truly independent body to report on the quality and outcome 
of New Zealand’s education system. The above noted, a common understanding is 
that despite years and year of (often expensive) programmes targeted at raising the 
outcomes for certain ethnic groups, they continue to indicate poor outcomes. 
Despite the claims made by proponents of this or that approach, this makes one 
wonder at the effectiveness of the programmes.    
 
Was our first report correct to downplay the significance of further government- 
funded research and development in helping to close the income gap? 
 
In New Zealand we often confuse product development with genuine research. As 
far as product development work is concerned, this question would be hard to 
answer without sighting analysis that demonstrates the benefits flowing from 
research. Again genuinely independent analysis that reports of the effectiveness of 
research by outcome would be useful. 
 
Pure research by contrast is inevitable wasteful – most will go nowhere. It is the 
chance of breakthroughs that is being sought. New Zealand is small – it can only 



hope to achieve in relatively narrow areas. Generally the preference should be to 
research around our key industries. An example might be what flowed from an 
interesting recent National Programme discussion identified the need for more 
effective and less controversial control agents for mammalian pests that is specific 
to the circumstances of this country. That research is not being done in other 
countries as their circumstances dictate different priorities. 
  
Certainly targeting a specified percentage of GDP as ‘evidence’ that we are doing 
sufficient research is questionable – it should depend on the quality of the 
outcomes rather that a fractional percentage. Volume cannot be everything - less 
research that is effective is better than more that is not.  
 
What might the reduction in government spending relative to GDP recommended 
in our first report mean for social outcomes?  
 
Social outcomes are fairest where no intergenerational debt is raised. For example 
the present Government was correct to suspend payments into the NZ Super Fund 
(often called the Cullen Fund) while the government was in deficit – otherwise we 
were borrowing to invest (in essence Generation X & Y would repay funds 
borrowed to fund the super payment of the Baby Boomers). In this context the 
fundamental objective for government expenditures and revenues must be to 
contain government expenditure to revenues over the cycle. Funding capital 
expenditure over the life of the assets raised with debt is normal (as per usual 
commercial practice). 
 
The above noted the social issues that concern New Zealanders persist in the face 
of them any social programmes run by the NZ Government over the years. It is 
easy to be cynical – NZ must always have a focus on social outcome improvement 
but it will more likely come from improved economic and educational outcomes 
that from social programme spending.   
 
Where might better regulatory practice lead to gains for New Zealand?  
 
Across the board benefits can be expected from better regulatory practice – this 
means lower compliance costs in terms of both time and expense an dimporved 
effectiveness all around.  
 
For the key natural resources that NZ is blessed with there are increasing calls for 
national standards and strategies to be set that all must comply with as an 
alternative to the present devolved regional arrangement for managing the 



allocation of key resources (eg water) is not working well.  Confused and 
inconsistent practice is common. 
 
Timeliness is also important. In our business we have been forced to turn to the 
Commerce Commission for rulings on several occasions – in general the decisions 
have been right (and generally upheld by courts on appeal) but the decisioins have 
been so slow coiming that the world has moved on before there is a clear 
determination to the point where the decisions have become almost irrelevant. 
Courts too are extraordinarily slow – justice delayed is justice denied. Were a 
delay of the scale regarded as usual by courts to be applied in the health sector 
there would be a national outcry. Timely decisions by courts are equally as 
necessary to the parties to the proceedings but the urgency at reaching that 
conclusion is absent.  
 
What has Australia done well that we can learn from in terms of policies and are 
there perspectives from other countries that we can learn from? 
 
As is often pointed out Australia is the “lucky country” – blessed with large 
quantities of easily extracted commodity minerals. But that is a blessing of fate, not 
a policy. New Zealand should learn from any policy enacted in another country 
that works well.  


